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Image: How many Star Trek fans even know how many years the CBS franchise started? Over the past 50 years, sci-fi franchises have been turning into several TV shows, movies, books, comics, games and even magazines. The entire convention is built around the show and its story! There are millions of popular quotes such as Beam
Me Up, Scotty, Live and Prosper, Go boldly where no one has ever been (which may have been inspired by a space program booklet found in the White House in 1958), and I have everything she has, Captain. No wonder why such quizzes were made to test Trekkies knowledge like yours. And through all the books, cartoons, TV shows
and movies, the characters are always added to the franchise. Are you a Star Trek fan big enough to name every one of them? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Minutes Trivia Hard Live Long and Prosperity: Ultimate Star Trek Quiz 7 Minute Quiz 7 Minute Trivia Can You Guess The Most Popular Movie Of All Time From A Sentence Summary? 6 Minute
Quiz 6 Minute Trivia Is This Character Marvel or DC?6 Minute Quiz 6 Minute Trivia Is This Character From Star Wars or Star Trek? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Minute Personality Star Trek: Discovery Character Is You?5 Minute Quiz 5 Minute Trivia Can You Name All Of These 90's Childhood Movies From Images?7 Minute Quiz 7 Minute Trivia Only
2% People Can Identify All These Battlestar Galactic Characters From Photos. Can you? 7 minute quiz 7 minutes personality star wars character is you?5 minute quiz 5 minutes How much do you know about dinosaurs? The award-winning website provides a reliable and easy-to-understand description of how the world works. From fun
quizzes that bring joy to your day, to engaging photos and fascinating lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something to everyone. Sometimes we explain how things work and other times we ask you, but we are always exploring in the name of fun! Click Sign up to accept the privacy policy and verify that you are 13 years of age or older.
Copyright © 2020 Infospace Holdings, LLC, System 1 Company RememberWhen you read the catcher in the rye field in the ninth grade and started to incorporated an ugly hat into your appearance, or when you cut your hair into that suspicious Bob like a scout to kill Mockingbird, or when you had everyone in elementary school call
Hermione for a week? Everyone has at least one book character who had a big impact on them that day (but it might be a little embarrassing to look back now). But when you think about the characters you were obsessed with (you can't be the one who sang the third grade talent show improvisations dressed in erphs from the hobbit), you
can see that those characters were part of forming your identity. The characters in the book are as important as our real friends (or enemies). They made an impression on you, from the poorest female protagonies to the lowest cartoon relief side characters. And unlike movies and Barbie dolls and the heroes of your favorite band
members, the characters in the book were present in your own imagination. They may seem like you wanted them too. So here are some of the characters in the book that might have shaped your identity in case you need a reminder: Elizabeth Bennett, Pride and Inprosy Ritzy Bennett are old school feminist heroes. She's as stubborn as
hell, no matter how many nasty rich people propose to her, she's going to marry for love and control her destiny (at least she'll wait until those rich guys prove she's not as nasty as she thought). And of course, she has sharp intelligence and keen intelligence. She helps us all become today's witty, judgmental, romantic people, and help us
two. The Tom Boys called Soxo loved Scout Finch everywhere to kill Scout Finch, Mockingbird. Everywhere so-called girly girls loved scouts. She wasn't traditionally a woman and she was a bright and avid reader -- and she really made that short haircut look like a good idea. But above all, she had a strong sense of justice. Her idealism
survived all the harsh realities she faced in the course of the book and inspired us to take a closer look at the injustices that surrounding us. Matilda, Matilda, she develops a telekinetic force, so smart little girl? Matilda's other books by Roald Daal (James and Giant Peach, who?) It didn't get as strange as it was, but Matilda was still a
wonderfully unique and whipped smart child, struggling to become herself in a cruel and adult world. And after reading Matilda, we all wasted time in life trying to move various objects on their own (or was it just me?4.Serry, color purple purple is not an easy read.) What Celee and her sister Nettie go through is, to say the least, hurting the
intestines. Nevertheless, Serry is an incredible strength and love character and survives through multiple peopleand abuse. She learns to fight for herself, even though she has very few positive things to sing, and finally rewards (spoiler alerts). She showed all of us that we don't need to be defined by our trauma, and that we can always
heal. Holden Caulfield, catcher in the rye field. And on the other side of the spectrum from a moving woman who survives adversity, is Holden Caulfield. Well, I know That Holdenco field had a good reason to be a stupid, not affected teen. But he allowed all of us to swallow our teen anger (sometimes necessary) and rolled our eyes to all
the false around us. And the ugly hat taught me that it is an important stage to find your identity. Anne Shirley, Anne of Green Gavaz's everyone's favorite Canadian redhead! I know, she sounds like a little clith, but as a little girl, it was important to have an enthusiastic girly girl role model mixed in there with all the tough Tom Boys.
Because the beloved boy band and puffy sleeves won't make you the hero of intelligent literature. Hermione Granger, Harry Potter revealed. Hermione Granger inspired a generation of children to become intolering friends. But really, Hermione had a big impact: she was a female character with brains and a sense of opportunity, and she
could hardly be stopped horribly when she put her mind on it. She grew up to be the savior of the world of activists and wizards from the age of 11 when she was afraid to break the rules. And she wanted us all to be smammy and well-read activists. Julie, Julie of the Wolf Julie, or Miyax is a girl with the will to survive. What does she do
because she was forced to have an abusive marriage at the age of 13? Her resilience and adaptability gave her readers confidence, whether they are facing Arctic wolves or more mundane challenges. Violet Bauderer, a series of unfortunate events I will be honest: I was not the most mechanical child in the world. But Violet Bauderer
excited me (and many other young readers) in mechanical engineering. She was a creative inventor, and almost always kept it together to take care of her brother, no matter how unhappy the situation. She inspired the girls to get excited by the mechanics and encouraged all the kids to work hard with their passions. Alana, lioness song
and of course, Alana. If it weren't for her, where would any of us be?Tough female knights (or training knights) who fighted for what she knew was right. She was a female warrior who made us all remember that if they had enough courage, everyone could be a heroine swinging a sword. And she inspired countless young readers (and to
shake the look of tunics and belts) to read more women-driven fantasy. What more do you want from the main character? But what you want to read when you need a good dose of Shaden Floyd is the most unfortunate book or character of all time? Absurd people specialize in characters who, despite their emotions, have no purpose in
the world of their books. In 2015, Hanya Yanagihara was unhappy with the main character of Booker's nominated novel Little Life. And some writers enjoy just writing the life of an unhappy character. Even though you might think that reading the most unfortunate books and characters of all time is not always a melancholy venture. Sure,
some of these stories are sad, but others are often hilarious, following characters jumping out of the frying pan over and over again. Whether you're looking for a sad book to get some feel, or just want to remember how you have it, the 13 titles on this list are perfect for adding to your TBR in an an in an ante of your next bad luck day.
William Shakespeare's Macbeth Macbeth It's no secret that Macbeth is unlucky. Theater people don't see it by name, instead of choosing it click here to buy a Scottish play.2.The title story of this collection, which is hard to find a good man and other stories of Flannery O'Connor, follows grandmothers on a family road trip that received
inappropriate advice. Click here to buy.3.Hitchhiker Guide to the Galaxy by Douglas Adams The first installment of Douglas Adams Hitchhiker's Galaxy Tribal Guide, Arthur Dent's terrible day begins to blow up his home planet to build a space highway. Click here to buy.4.Alice Walker Sisters Serry and Netty's color purples are separated
early in Alice Walker's 1982 novel. Click here to buy.5. Bad beginnings of Lemony Snickets At the beginning of the 13 books in their series, Beauderer Orphans meet greedy cousins who hunt them wherever they go to pursue their property. Click here to buy.6.Many years ago, loved by Toni Morrison, Sete killed her young daughter to save
her from the fear of slavery. Now, the child may have returned in the form of a young woman appearing at Sete's doorst door. Click here to buy.7.Franz Kafka's metamorphosis If you think it's a burden on your family, check out the makeover.Samsa woke up and learned that he had turned into a big bug that dramatically changed the lives
of his parents and sister. Click here to buy.8.Anna Seawell's black beauty Anna Seawell It's hard to find a sad children's book than Anna Seawell's black beauty following a horse through a series of bad and ignorant owners. Click here to buy.9. Danses' Allied book by John Kennedy Tools is not as unlucky as its author's life. In 1969, John
Kennedy Tool committed suicide after years of trying to find a publisher for his novel. Danses' Allies won the Pulitzer Prize in 1981 after the tool's mother excavated the manuscript and shopped it. The lottery by small town Shirley Jackson prepares for a dark, annual ceremony in this short story from the ghost of Hillhouse writer Shirley
Jackson. Amy Tan's bone setter daughter when her memory begins to deteriorate, Chinese-American immigrants give her daughter a written description of her life to translate. But learning about mothers by young women can change their relationship forever. Click here to buy.12.Geek-loving little circus owner by Catherine Dunn breeds
his side show freak in this ghost novel. Click here to buy.13.Rosenkranz and GildenSthan are dead by Tom Stoppard and this play of Tom Stoppard re-thinks Shakespeare's hamlet from the perspective of two minor and unfortunate characters. Click here to buy Image: My Book Bus/Instagram My Book Bus/Instagram
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